ITALIAN HIGH TECH INVASION
@ COLLISION 2019
MAY 21 – 23, 2019
#E124, ENERCARE CENTRE, TORONTO, ON

FROM LEONARDO DA VINCI’S TIME
– 500 YEARS AGO - TO THE PRESENT DAY,
ITALY
REMAINS A BEACON OF INNOVATION IN THE
ARTS AS WELL AS IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY
AND ENGINEERING
In keeping with Leonardo’s legacy, the Italian Trade Commission (ITA) is partnering with Collision, the sold out, highly
anticipated tech-conference taking place from May 20 to 23 in Toronto, to contribute to Canada’s high tech renaissance
with a touch of Italian ingenuity. Billed as one of the fastest growing and largest tech-conferences in the world, 25 000
attendees from over 120 countries will be joined for four days by some of the greatest minds in technology and A-list
speakers including Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, producer and artist TIMBALAND and founder and CEO of Medium Ev
Williams. Collision is the North American edition of a series of tech conferences that include Web Summit (Europe) and RISE
(Hong Kong), and this is the first year that Collision will be held outside of the US. The decision to move the conference to
Toronto is a further sign that Toronto has become a major tech force in the world. Home to the fourth largest tech
ecosystem in North America, Toronto will have more tech jobs than Silicon Valley within two years based on its growth rate.
Hosting a conference like Collision, called by some “the Olympics of tech”, is a major opportunity to expose Toronto as a
major tech hub to a global audience.
This is furthermore the first time that the ITA will be present at Collision. Building on Italy’s rich legacy of innovation, the
Italian Trade Commission in Toronto will be bringing 16 brilliant Italian companies to meet with investors and exhibit the
excellence of the made in Italy brand. Don’t miss out on meeting and learning about the Italian companies that will be
showcased for the first time in Canada (see list below). Out of these Italian companies, six have also been selected for the
Collision Alpha/Beta program this year. This exciting opportunity will see start-ups battle it out and showcase their start-up
in front of leading investors, media and partners. The companies selected are Mindesk, Radoff, Ectabyte, RIC3D, Playcar
and Deliverart.
To find out more about Italy and the high-tech specific program by the Italian Trade Commission, visit us at booth #E124 in
Collision’s main hall at the Enercare Centre.
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SUPPORTING ITALIAN HIGH TECK
INNOVATION
The Italian Trade Commission (Italian Trade Agency - ITA), headquartered in Rome, is a
government agency with a worldwide network of offices that promotes trade, industrial and
technological cooperation and disseminates economic information on Italy. ITA also gathers
economic and market information from all over the world to keep Italian companies informed.
Machines Italia is a multi-million-dollar, multi-year integrated marketing program of the Italian
Trade Commission aimed at increasing awareness and purchase consideration of Italian
machinery among North American key decision makers across a broad spectrum of industries.
The Machines Italia campaign marks the first time that a group of private, Italian machine manufacturer associations –
representing 16 industries and, over 10,000 companies has joined forces with the Italian Trade Commission to embark on
such a comprehensive marketing initiative.
Participating associations represent Italian machine manufacturers from a variety of sectors including agriculture, ceramics,
construction, food processing, foundry, glass, graphics and converting, leather and tannery, metalworking, marble,
packaging, plastic and rubber processing, textiles and wood.
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ITALIAN COMPANIES AT COLLISION
2019
AREAWFI INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
With the rise of data breaches, trust has been shattered repeatedly in the digital world. Area
WFI aims to bring trust back to any action we do digitally, from accessing emails to your door,
shopping online and connecting to websites. The concept developed by AreaWFI protects your
credentials using E-T, Electronic Territory. Website: www.areawfi.com

AVANTUNE
Avantune believes in the power of self-service, and that this will continue to set the
tone for how products are consumed. As organizations become less reliant on IT
vendors for simple IT related tasks, Avantune has developed their own Self-Service
Cloud solutions to help businesses configure and customize services according to their individual needs. As a
global startup, Avantune has offices in Canada, Italy, USA and Mexico.
Website: www.avantune.com

CFP ZANARDELLI
With 10 locations across Italy and 500 employees and collaborators, CFP Zanardelli
provides skill training and professional development programs for corporations,
students and individuals.. Website: www.cfpzanardelli.it

DELIVERART
Digitization has revolutionized many aspects of our society, including the food
delivery industry. Today, 70% of customers order at home. This opportunity has
however created a gap for food businesses, who usually lack the adequate tools
to manage orders and monitor deliveries. This is where Deliverart comes in. With
their software businesses can easily manage their food delivery in one easy system that gathers all different
receiving channels and combines workflows. Website: www.deliverart.it
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ECTABYTE
Ectabyte is the company behind the web application Veontime, a software for online
bus ticket reservations. In addition to booking tickets for travel, it also offers the
option of shipping packages by bus. This makes Veontime unique, as it is the first
platform in Europe that allows customers to consult the availability of space for their desired shipping
destination from the convenience of their smartphone or PC. Website: www.ectabyte.com

EMBIT
EMBIT offers high quality support to all companies that need expertise and assistance in
wireless, low-power and RF fields to develop innovative solutions. By combining the most
modern digital radio technologies with the latest generation of embedded systems, EMBIT
has the ability to help companies at any stage of the product lifecycle, from idea to product
development. With their expert team, EMBIT shortens the time-to-market for its customers
and transforms complex ideas into successful products. Website: www.embit.eu

FCS SYSTEM
FCS System works to enhance the production process through innovative systems in
several fields of application, including the aerospace and automotive sectors. FCS
System has 15 worldwide patents, clearly demonstrating their expertise and
innovative solutions in the field of industrial processes and automation. Website:
www.fcssystem.com

FERRERO
Ferrero Group is a major Italian manufacturer present in 55 countries worldwide,
selling its products in over 170 countries. With a truly global reach, Ferrero is the
second biggest chocolate producer and confectionery company in the world, and its brands include Kinder,
Nutella, Tic Tac and Ferrero Pralines. Website: www.ferrero.com

KBE INFORMATION SECURITY INC.
KBE Information Security is a consulting firm that offers information control and security
of data flows in order to protect people, processes and businesses. Since its foundation in
2005 KBE has brought its thorough knowledge of security technologies, norms and
governance requirements and data protection and implemented this into a holistic and
person-centered approach. KBE has its headquarter in Milano and an office in Toronto.
Website: www.kbeintelligence.it
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MINDESK
Mindesk has the technology to let users experience and edit a project in the design phase
by fully immersing the user in a virtual environment. It is the first VR/AR interface to be
natively integrated within CAD software. With a continuous feedback loop there is no need
to export, download or import 3D models, and the system allows for collaboration in real
time in both interfaces. Website: www.mindeskvr.com

PLAYCAR
Playcar is the creator of Playmoove, a platform for the public and private sharing of
cars, bikes and other vehicles. With the style and creativity that has always been a
signature of Italian quality, Playmoove is uses continuous integration technologies to
create an effective and user-friendly platform.
Website: www.playmoove.com

RADOFF
Radoff aims to create a safer environment for all by eliminating the harmful effects
caused by the presence of Radon. This gas is the second cause of lung cancer with
over 3000 deaths every year in Italy alone. Radoff offers solutions to the individual
home and workspace as well as larger areas and cities. With a team made up by
engineers, architects, researchers, geologists and deisgners, Radoff takes a truly
interdisciplinary approach to increasing public health. Website: www.radoff.life

RIC3D
RIC3D brings innovation to the world of medicine. They aim to strengthen the
healthcare sector’s confidence in the new technologies in order to accelerate the
research, development and adoption of these technologies and to offer better
assistance to the patience in need. In particular, Ric3D is committed to using and
developing 3D printing for the medical sector. Website: www.ric3d.it
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TECHINNOVA
Founded in 2007, Techinnova creates and helps high-tech companies grow and
succeed through low-cost and high value services. Techinnova uses advanced
technology and innovative management models to assist in production, research,
networking and marketing of Italian as well as European high-tech companies.
Website: www.techinnova.eu

VIDEO SYSTEMS
With 25 years of experience, Video Systems continues to produce award-winning
solutions. Video Systems offers a wide range of products, including patented
technologies, artificial intelligence applications and even surveillance cameras
designed as animals. Everything, from research to design, software development
and production is produced within Video Systems and proudly made in Italy.
Website: www.videosystems.it

WEKLOUD
Wekloud is a software house founded in 2014 that focuses on software development in
order to offer services in the cloud of multi-channel marketing services. With the
introduction of Kloudymail, the company has created a software for e-mail marketing
campaigns. Kloudymail is different from its competitors since it offers unlimited sending of
newsletters, and training and assistance included to its users. Website: www.wekloud.com
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VISIT US AT BOOTH #E124 IN
COLLISION’S MAIN HALL
AT THE ENERCARE CENTRE.
Italian Trade Agency
ITA - Italian Trade Agency
@itatradeagency
@ITAToronto
TORONTO
480 University Avenue, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M5G 1V2
T. + 1 416-598-1566
F. + 1 416-598-1610
E-mail: toronto@ice.it
MONTREAL
1000, rue Sherbrooke ouest, bur. 1720

I

Montréal, Québec H3A 3G4
T. +1 514-284-0265
F. +1 514-284-0362 E-mail:
montreal@ice.it
www.ice.it

Machines Italia
Machines Italia
@ITAmachines
Machines Italia
www.machinesitalia.org
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